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SOME PHASSS OF SOCIAL ECONOMIC PLANNING 

George Me Peterson 

Giannini Foundation 
University of California 

, Two years co, before the so-called "new deal" started, I presented 
~ Paper on "The Limitations of Social Economic Planning." That paver was 

ely in the neture of a forecast and now that many activities heave been 
“Tried on in the name of planning, I want to rerend some paragraphs from 
“ct paper with the wording chunged, so xs to eliminste the forecasts and 
“PPly the meaning to the past and present activities. 

"The terms social and economic were combined in th:t and in this 
) to designete the tyve of economic vlanning that has as its purpose 
sere social welfare. Economic planning by classes or groups within 

lety for their own rather than general welfare sometimes is very un- 
: *ehal in character und purpose and for contrast cnn be designated «as 
"vate cconomic planning. 

der 

com "Social economic olanning is primorily s problem of balancing «ond 
, oromising selfish intcrests of individucls and groups so «s to secure 

a peer more stuble, and a better distributed income for all the members 

hat socicty.       ve "Private economic planning is planning by individuals or srouds to 
we bty their own selfish interests. The most imvoortant characteristic of 

Wate planning is that a larger income can be obtained by ‘wo somewhat 
site methods; (1) by plans to increase the income by operating sore. 

ag) chently and (2) by plans that will get more in exchange for the products 
4 _ For short I called these two methods of accomplishing the objectives 

““Sducing more and cheaper! and ‘extracting more from others.! 

Linge tA producer soon finds that as an individual his planning is 

they ed almost entirely to how to ‘produce more and cheaper.' He finds 
ba. he is almost helpless in 'extracting more from others! and therefore 
egy MS. cooperative associations, leagues for teriff protection, or signs 

S and marketing agreements.   tha "These organizations neglect planning of how to produce 'more and 
the Per and concentrate their efforts on how to textract more from others.! 

best way to get 'more from others' is to exercise some degrec of 
20 
po ly control and to produce less. 

"Mach of the so-called economic planning for agriculture is unsocial 
‘ Character because it does not try to harmonize and balance the conflict~ 

it pelf-intorests of agricultural and nonagricultural grouvse Instead 

hte ros or bribes farmers into the Aeited. This governmental agency con= 
0» ates its efforts on monopolistic limitation of agricultural production 

1 "8 to textract more! from the urben population. The excuse is that 

28riculture has been depressed and exploited by the other grounds snd 
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this type of planning will even things up. The effect on total social 
‘Necome does not seem to be considerad. 

"Most of the economic planning for other industries that is being 
tried is of this same unsocial charucter. It imolics the regulation of 

Production by each industry so that it may textriet more from others! and 

Set what it considers feir returns to itself, not what other industrics or 

“Onsumers can offord to pay. The objective secms to be to stabilize the 
"alue of past investments instead of adjusting such values to changing condi- 

tons. In order to do this the leaders suspended the anti-trust laws, or 
“Sol safeguard against organized selfish interest operating contrary to 
‘Sclal welfarc. Perhaps these laws needed some modification, but the prin- 
“ple of oreventing selfish groups from 'extructing more from others! is 
~ Necessary part of social economic planning and therefore these laws should 
% reinstated until somethine better both in theory and practice can be 
“stituted to take their place. 

"The creation of new and larger codified industrial groups has not 
*liminated selfish interests but private olanning by such grouvs hus -lmost 
“liminated competition between members of the grouvs which wus our old 
"COnomi¢ sufeguard for preventing monovolistic practices. This necessitates 
“More rigid control by the central government than wis implied in our 
“tti-trust laws. Income tuxes could be used to confiscate monopoly er.ins, 
Ww there would still be a socinl loss in letting these groups temporarily 
*xXtraet unreasonible profits by limiting production. The socinl loss is 

“Qual the amount of physical goods not produced or destroyed. 

| "The cause and effect reletionship between the great number of vari- 
blag involved in economic planning is like « multiple correlation prob- 
‘N with the number of interdependent variables incraising with the size and 
“Omplexity of society ond the degree of control of social planning attemoted. 

fe "The very complexity of the problem limits the degree of planning 

“Sible in a nation as large as the United States. The best that cin be 
no is to try to control whnt appe:rs to be « few of the most imvortent 
"vinbles at a given time and hope for good results. If this doesn't work 
“ght, try controlling some other variables or the seme variables in differ- 

directions. } 

Lipo: "One of the chief limitations to social economic Dianning is the 
ticulty of getting even socially minded men without any selfish interest 

. Det theories to agree on what are the facts, what should be donc to 
"reaso human welfsre, and how to do it. 

, "Social economic planning my apply to either or both production 
a distribution but we have always expected our system of production to 
inset ron as i systom of distribution because production end distribution of 
syn are closely interrelated; however, they are ticd to exch other in 
“Ch 3 way that the connecting link sometimes keeps them together :nd some 
Ms holds them apart. Both mxy move up or down together, or for any 

thee CUPS» income may be pushed up by pulling production down. To remedy 
», eVils from the lack of any other system of distribution, so many sub- 
Ups have tried to push up their incomes by price xgreements and curtail- 

“Nt of production that there is not much left besides unemployment. Can 
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Some Phases of Social Economic Planning -- 3 

"e improve this sad state of affairs and ercate a new system of distribu- 

tion by social ecoriomic planning of production alone? 

"The basic assumption behind most of the so-called economic planning 

ts that since production and distribution of incomes are linked together, 
‘areful planning of the vroduction program will automatically correct or 

nprove or create a better functioning system of distribution. No doubt 

ther are some possibilities for imorovoment along this line, but the 

Interrelation between all of the variables connected with production are 

SO great that meddling with some of them usually makes matters worse. Very 

ikely more progress could be made by placing the emphasis on planning the 

listribution of income. 

"Due to the complexity of the problem, the inability of anyone or 

° committee of planners to fully understand and know how to manipulate the 

"urious forces to secure that indefinite thing called welfare, social 
°conomie vlanning tends to become limited to negative rather than positive 
Xetion. By vositive action I mean plans to increase welfare by making 
‘tter utilization of resources so as to produce more with less cffort. 

Y negative action I mean the placing of checks, curbs, and restrictions 

2 private planning to prevent the incomes of society from decreasing. 

"Social economic planning of production is limited in a positive way 

to aiding groups by such methods’ as research and extension which help the 

Atdividuals to'produce more and cheaper’, and in a negative way to prevent-~ 

‘ng grouvs from ‘extracting more from others.f Social economic planning 

‘t distribution also has positive and negative aspects. So far we have 

hardly scratched the surface of the negative aspects of planning distribu- 

“lon to prevent a concentration of wealth and income. Or income and 

‘theritance taxes (partly ineffective from tax exemption) have not been and 
re not high enough to prevent unsocial accumulations of capital and con- 

Tol of resources. In a positive way society has done a little in the 
‘stribution of free lower education and semi~free higher education, but 
% much with recreation and health. We hardly recognize the biological 

“eds of human beings as a basis for distribution excceot for a little 
WA. and FeBeRedie charity. Yet we fully recognize property rights and 

ues by such acts as loans to banks, railroads, and farmers. 

t "T am in favor of a different type of income taxation not only for 

“he purpose of financing the routine of government but one that recognizes 
"lfare and distributes part of the income of society to human beings who 

“Serve ite I am using the term deserve to mean a little more than just 

ological needs. I would not stop with just a dole to the starving un- 

loved. I'd include compensations to all producers who now cs producers 

yotly need what they call surplus control. For example, instend of helping 

© cotton producers to extract more from the rest of society by plowing 

er cotton, let them sell all the cotton that can be sold at any price 

a then tax society and donate to the producers that need help, Call it 

, nus, bounty, or what not. This would result in a much smaller social 

"88 and it would be just as easy, if not casier, to adjust cotton aoreage 
4, demand by manipulating the amount of the relief funds than it 1s under 

© present schemes. 
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"This illustration should not be interpreted to mean that it is 
"rong for the cotton producers or any other groun to organize end limit 
Productions or marketings so as to control what they call surpluses. Such 
‘Ontrol, howcever,must be considered as private economic planning to satisfy 
heir own solfish interests and not social economic planning for the 
"elfere of everybody. Let us hope that social economic planning may 2t 
Cast supplement private planning and incrense social welfare." 

This ends the quotstions from my paper re:d two years ago«we I hive 
hot changed my mind .t .11. I am still in favor of social economic plen- 
neg, but I am more convinced then ever that we must recognize the distinc- 
‘on I heave tried to make between private and social economic planning. 

Up to the present time very little social economic planning has been 
ried by the idministration. It has been busy playing around with the 
st dangerous type of private planning. The individusl producers have 
“en forced into organizations to eliminate competition between members 
¥ monopolistic control so thet the industry as a unit can get more from 

ers by giving less in exchange. 

la ve: A more dangerous type of competition has been substituted for the 
Xe kind of competition which was hard on the individual producers but 
“Uslly good for society because it inercased productions The new competi- 
‘On between codified groups results in less goods for all members of socicty. 

Mite For exemple, homes are not being built because codes huve foread 
““rial costs uv to near the boom year levels while weges and incomes hive 
fosee? so far behind that poor consumers cannot pay the codified prices for 

and clothing and still have funds for building homes. The food oro-= 
ane cotton farmers, textile mills, lumber and hardware manuf:.cturers 
then © all get a large share of a smaller consumertés& income and therefore 
fo ot get less while the poor laborer - who dopends on construction 
ane PLoyment gots nothing but a little charity relief which he does not 

* He wants work. 

Of course, there are many other fuctors that affect the building 
y, such as intsrest rates which are still 7 and 8 per cent to the 

“Wor who can get any funds even at such high rates. Selfish intercets 
“titted the ercation of a home ioan bank to loen themselves cheap money 

on funds for refinancing doubtful mortgages but they have fought against 
bee thet would make cherp money aveilable to the people who want to 
thoy. homes « i. revival of construction would help agriculture more then the 

© sekeAs by giving more people some money to spend for agricultural 
Se 

‘tdus ty 
Orr, 5 a WG 

De 
q 

Consumers! councils were created in the N.R.A. and the A.eA.A. to 
the consumers but these organizations were given almost no powerg, 

., Ve heard very little about the consumer's orgonization in the N.Rwa. § 
syn’, the sociclly-minded college professor resigned. The consumers’ 
bis in the ineheile 1s mainly o. statistical organizetion. It oublishes « 
Bong ALY bulletin which, 2side from its price data, is prim-rily a 

Nnge te sheet to justify the activities of the AejaeAe and is in no 
“n expression of consumer point of view. 

Brot 

Ye et 
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Some Phases of Social Economic Planning -- 5 

However, consumers have less representation than is on most of 

the control committess or boards Orgunized for each commodity or industry. 
° be a success consumers and the government should have at least one- 

hale of the total vote or power in cach case with the other half divided 
Stwoen producers and lsborcrs. Under the present arrungements produc«rs 

‘Nd lebor have almost a free hand execpt that agricultural labor is not 
"Rly the forgotten man but the excluded man coming under neither the NR... 

of the AsAeAs Labor and capital both want higher prices and larger incomes 
for themselves so they cooporate to fleece the consumers and then stare a 

‘ght between themselves over the spoils. 

In theory the N.R.A. was to increase employment and purchosing 
ator by reducing hours of work and increasing wages. In practice it is 
“ificult to say if it has accomplished any good. By making compsrison 
tee the month of March in 1933 when all banks were closed for nearly two 
ieee? erent improvement can be shown, but most of this came beforo June 

ten the N.Reiie codes really started. If wo make compurison with 1931, the 

COnd ycar of the depression, we find th:t indlstrieal production, whole- 
bate Prices, and factory employment arc about up to the level of thet year, 
.,. tactory pay rolls are 15 per cent lesse Construction now, in spite of 
ont the talk sbout public works, is onlye half of what it was in.1931 nd 
t Ya third of what it was before the depression. If we make compurison 

Sther countries we find that the depression was a little worse in the 
nore States but if we make compzrison to 1928-29 instead of the low 
Ron? we find that they are as vell off or better in spite cf the N.R.uA. 

‘Cver, it may be possible to show that corpor:tion profits under the 
Corn rose many fold from the low point, and it is quite well known tht 
on porations were permitted to satisfy their selfish interests and pass 
tl increased costs plus unwarranted profits to consumers so that mommy 
“® Spain paying regulur and extre dividends. 

. _ The Acieste is based on some very peculirr theories and assumptions. 
SQal1 stete some of these briefly: 

elag (1) Farmers are assumed to have had lower incomes than comparable 
pubis between 1920 and 1929 and sincee The best facts I cun find, ixs 
Pare ree Sin my article on "%ealth, Income and Living" in Journal of 

"Economics, July, 1933, show thet this is now truc. 

(2) Thet 1910-14, the highest point ever reached in frm prices C ; , yer? he Yor is to be considered normal. Some of you my have read 

dots, bh "High Cost of Living," The Country Life Commission, snd other 
tion tbies Srising from the evils thet existed then. However, those condi- 

S ure now mssumed to be normal «nd desirable. 

(3) Thet production should be adjusted to demand as measured by Pry 
“es. If the consumers are unemployed and have low incomes and cannot Xf 

theo to pay the prices desired by the private planning agencics, then 
Progy, pooner s are to be taxed and the funds used to pay the farmers for 

Cling less so as to bring production in line with cffective demand, 
rding human needs for food snd clothing. sree. Se 
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Phases of Social Economic Planning -- 6 

tb (4) That by taxing purchasing power away from consumors and don.ting 

thts the farmers, they will buy so many more goods that employment in 
°8 wi 
Swill be greatly inercascd. 

lin, YOuldn't employment be greater if consumers spent their incomes 
°® e 

° oe jn ready instead of having the farmers turn a large share of it over to the 

hy in interest payments? 

ty, Ofcourse it was hoped that some of the funds extracted from others 
my Given to farmers would come out of retail, wholesale, transportation 
Xe "Occssine margins. However, with smaller quentities to handle the 

thon CoE Y m.rgins become larger and the unnecessary margins also tend to 
Oe “SQ 

Meet These processing taxes result in quadruple tuxation of consumers. 
by the taxes as taxes, second by higher prices, third vy smaller tetttics, and fourth by the fact that the retil sales taxes of many 

8 tax the tax ond the higner prices .lready imposed upon the consumer. t ONder mony of us find it herd to make enjs meet and almost impossible 
*ntinuc making voluntary contributions to charity. 

t,. these two major activities of the "New Deal", the NeReiis and the dedehe 
tone a practically nothing that can be in any sense considered social — 
biton oe plenning. They are both large scale private planning by selfish 
iene and, unless controlled by laws, rules and regulations more 

ul than the old anti-trust laws, will tend to do more harm than good. 

“Shans A fow of the other activities of the "New Deal" contain some char- 

yy Stiles of social economic planning, but on the whole they sre finenced 
"S0cial methods which tend to nullify the effects. 

‘nh The most humane piece of proposed legislation which attempts to 
hg SUard public henlth by establishing better pure food and drug laws 
th, & been able to get by the selfish interests thet would poison and 

"€ the consumers for the sake of money profits. 

Livy The truth in securities and stock exchange control bills are nego 

the , rms Of social planning. They only attempt to prevent selfish intcr- 
ty Pom fleceing the public by the same old methods. Chances are thst 

“Sthods and loop holes in the law will be found. 

de The CaCoCo, CeWeey and FLE.ReAs are forms of charity by which 
tye, “Te borrowed from wealthy by tax exempt securities and split between to y OY Pp \ 
ty TS and the necdy. But when do interest and principal ayments start 1, J Pp Pat pry Y . : - . : ° pays? The government cannot continue indefinitely by borrowing. 

“nay, oPe TeVeAie, the subsistence homesteads and the purch:se of sub- 
nh ot land may be steps in the right direction, but are on too small a 
oe © accomplish much in:solving our major problems, and why should the 

Ment have to pay borrowed money for worthless land? 

‘yg, 24 Purchase of silver is mainly soft soap to hush up the selfish 
"interests. The devaluation of the dollar wes s cowardly act to 
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ate fuke revival while it lasted by avoiding: the real problems and 
Ys. This procedure might be repeated three or four times more before 

© bubble would burst. The monetary experiments, inciuding loans to banks, 

in Toads, farmers, and production controltoraise prices, must all be 
mea’ together as attompts to maintain past property values. Credit 

lose of farmers are stressed and falling land values dep¥ored even though 
“aby. than one-third of the farmers own their farms, nearly half rent drom 

“aboy ee lendlords and a fourth from mortgage holders. Not much is said 
tain cOrporations, but the N.R.eA. hes been a greet help to them in main- 

Ing unvarranted capital structurcs on which they must carn profits. 
‘akes quite a stretch of imagination to find enything that looks like 

teh! welfare in rules and regulations that require efficicnt textile 

pee to stand idle a fourth of the time, when 2. large per cent of the 
th, .eton is poorly clothed and Japan runs her mills over time and grabs 

| “Orlds marketse 

Lipg sooner or later social economic planning will be necessary. Human 

ang nea dth and right to work will have to be placed above property rights 
hi, ee dollar values. ‘Wolfsre depends on =bundance of goods and services 

* Property values which are now so sacred depend on scarcity. 

Most of the present ectivities called planning recognize thst the 

Bu SG ntel problem is the distribution of income amon members of socicty. 

 Piyag ter only large seale private planning has been attempted. These 
Nobies plans trv to incre:se income: to favored groups by controlling pro= 

: cryte und extrecting more from others instead of erecting more income for 

tuk Ody. Large seale vrivate planning by selfish interests ean never 
Rot he place of socinl economic olemning, and such private planning dows 

Boney ome sOcinl in character by the simple process of creating government 

op -¢S Sponsored by the same selfish interests to legslize the extraction 
“Cre from others." 

| ‘Undeme 

lita. Do you rexlize that less than one-eighth of one per cent of the ponu- 
to st Ct more than two-thirds of all the dividends paid by all corporations 
big Widuals. Tht this same small zroup also gets most of the interest 
aq that income from preperty in the form of dividends, rents, interest 
a 

Ingo, J otties amounts to approximately one-tnird of the total ntional 

Pon “nd aecrucs to x very sm:ll percentage of the population, which 

Most se wns he property, or the still smiller porcent:ge thet controls 

dong the wealth of the country. So far practically nothing hes been 

shoved peor r ect this maldistribution of weulth and income which is so 
aH hat to plot it on ordinary «raph paper with the incomes of luborers 
of “ters ebout an inch sbove the zero or b:se line would require a strip 

Nanay Over a guarter of a mile in length and even then the lsrg.st indi- 
~~ incomes would f:.11 beyond the end of the pxper. 

Tea ot Equal distribution of wealth und income or eomnunism would be 

Ls 5 Yous but the oresent inequality 1s cven more dengerous because if it 

"Cong Checked and corrected it will le:d to 2 complete breakdown of our 

for ne System and to Fascism, Communism, or what have you to sudstitute 
Mmon sense and social justicce 
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an So far the activities called jdlanning heve concentrated the wealth 
future incomes more than before the depression. Nearly ten billion of 

dy a... . . 1 ea, 
hy fxemot bonis have been issued. Manv of the old Hiddle or lower classes 
“ay thes Used up their small savines while the farmer and home owners have lost 

sete cquity and even if the proverty has been refinanced by the government, 
holders of the government bonds ure the real owners. 

n, The President in his svceches has promised to do something about 
py wing the money chanzers from the temple" but so far he has only mortgaged 

log _emole to them. The revenue act passed by Congress my dlug uv a fo 
i > holes by ahich the rich escaped payiny even a share of the taxes, but 

_ %s practically nothing about bringing about a redistribution of wealth 

“ Income on a more equitable basis which would make it possible for those 
te ; ae 
sy toan institutions whict we glorify in songs und political speeches to 

Vive. 

thar Since the first draft of this Duper was written, modifications hev 

ed in the N.R.ie anc the President has dclivered messagis to Congress 
: indicate that wo can _xooct legislation next year which will be more 

$9 ‘lal in character and which will provide for more positive olannine for 
tie we ‘fare. But he upoarently hopes to do this by voluntary contribu- 

Nand not be botter distribution of incomes. Such legislation my not 
m, 1 Oe CaUse the selfish interests that bencfit from private planning are 

ts " Dettor organized than ever before and vill fight anything that may mean 

© incone and security for the com.on people. 

   


